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Finite sequences are also called strings. We write nonempty strings in the form (al, a2 .
. . an) instead of ala2 .. . an which is advantageous e.g., if A = N and if we use the binary representation. By S we denote the successor function on N. For the string w E N+ consisting of k zeroes we write Ok. We use c to denote proper inclusion. Now we turn to the model of computation. Our idea for performing computations over a structure (A, J) is to have a finite tape, the input and work tape, with the tape cells containing elements of A and to have several pointers each one scanning such a cell. Then we can perform computations similar to the case of classical Turing machines, where here we can make use of the functions, relations, and constants of (A, J) and we can guess elements of A. The time complexity will be measured in the length of the input, which is a finite sequence consisting of elements of A. We remark, that our proofs should work over any reasonable model of computation over structures.
We now define 2'-programs for a language 2 as syntactical objects. All symbols newly introduced thereby are assumed to be different from elements of 2'. 2-programs will be used for computations over 2-structures as described below. Let ai) is an arbitrary nonempty finite sequence, O < m < 1, and for 0 j < k we have 0 < nj < i. The idea behind this definition is that z is the string currently processed by N, m is the index of the next instruction to be executed, and that for 0 < j < k we have a pointer that points to position nj in z. Moreover, for 0 < j < k we associate the pointer position nj of the jth pointer with the pointer variable pj and an,, which corresponds to this position, with the data variable pj. The reason why z has to be nonempty is that we always want the pointers to point to some position. Moreover, if Bm, is an accepting stop instruction, then we say that the configuration is accepting.
In the following, let an sZ-structure a with universe A be given. We want to introduce the notion of a computation of an 2-program N = (Bo ... Bi) on a string w E A+. Therefore, we only consider configurations of N with z E A+. The complexity class P consists of all L(N) with N deterministic, such that for some polynomial p and all w E L(N), there is an accepting computation of N(w) of length < p( wl). NIP and N2P are defined similarly, using programs N nondeterministic of the first and second kind, respectively. Note that, if N is deterministic, then for each w E A+ there is exactly one computation of N on w over S. Analogous definitions hold for other e.g., linear time bounds and can be made for space bounds.
In this paper we are also interested in the following classes: Given f: N -k N, DTIME(f) consists of all L(N), N deterministic, such that for all w E L(N) there is an accepting computation of N(w) of length < O(f(lw )). It is clear how to define N1 TIME(f) and N2 TIME(f).
DEC consists of all L C A+ such that as well L as A + \ L are recognized by some program nondeterministic of the second kind.
We say that a function f : A+ -+ A+ is computable in linear time over . if there is a deterministic program N, such that for all w e A+ the computation of N on w over . has length < O(|w ) and ends in a configuration of the form (f(w): m; 0,..., 0). We call a function f : N * N time constructible ifffor all e there is a deterministic 2-program M such that over all 2'-structures, M generates a computation of length g(n) on an input of length n for some g E O(f) and halts in a configuration (z; m; 0 ..., 0) with z =f (n).
We say f: N -N dominates h: N -N iff f(n) > h(n) for all but finitely many n.
Remarks: It is easy to see, that over the structure ({0, 1 }, 0, 1) we have NIP -N2P and the P versus N1 P question is equivalent to the classical P-NP-problem.
We obtain the same classes P, N1 P and N2P if in the above definition we additionally require that all computations of N(w) are of length < p( w ), analogously for other time bounds; so over (A, J), L E P iff A+ \ L e P. These facts will be immediate by Lemma 2, its proof and the remark following Lemma 2.
This model of computation slightly differs from that of [6] , [7] , and [8] . But both concepts are essentially equivalent, e.g., yield the same classes P, N1 P, N2P, because we can explicitly compute the values of the data terms of the other model in our model. PROOF. (i) In classical complexity theory one clocks appropriately an enumeration of all deterministic TMs to get an enumeration of machines satisfying the conclusions of (i) for the classical case. Here we can proceed similarly. First we generate a substring y on the tape of length the number of steps to be at most simulated. Note that we can generate a substring of length k l 1 given substrings of length k and of length I by producing k concatenated versions of the substring of length 1. We mark the ends of y by two pointers. We ensure that the distance between these two pointers stays constant during the whole further computation though the substring marked by these pointers can change. Then we move from one pointer to the other with a third pointer, for each cell thereby scanned we simulate one computation step and we stop if we have reached the other pointer. The tape content of the computation to be simulated is a substring of the whole tape content and we mark the ends of this substring by two further pointers. So we can simulate one computation step using only constantly many computation steps. Hence if we simulate t(n) steps, the whole simulation takes O(t(n)) steps.
The proof of (ii) and (iii) is similar to the proof of (i). -Remark: Over any structure (A, J) (of any signature) L E P iff A+ \ L E P. To show this, let (A, J) be given. Using the proof of Lemma 2(i) we see that for all L E P there is a deterministic Sf-program M and a polynomial q', such that M recognizes L and such that the computation of M on an input of length n has length at most q'(n). From M we can obtain a deterministic 2S-program M' recognizing A+ \ L, such that the computation of M' on an input of length n has length at most q'(n) + 1. M' can be obtained from M by turning accepting stop instructions into stop instructions which are not accepting and so on. Now we turn to our example of a structure of finite signature with possibility (ii). The existence of such a structure is particularly interesting because some examples of structures of finite signature with P / NIP are known, see e.g., [12] .
In view of the proof of the next theorem we make the following remark. We can construct a set A c N in stages s, s > 0, as follows. At the beginning of the construction it is undetermined for all j E N, whether j E A shall hold. Then during stage s we pick some numbers j E N, such that it is not yet determined, whether j E A shall hold and determine this for each such j. If If we ensure that Us f, is total we can let XA -U, fs. We can also construct subsets of e.g., N2 or N3 this way and we obtain a clearer proof in doing so concerning R"
and Q" in the next proof. -1
In the above proof we can easily ensure that Q' and R" become classically recursive. Skipping (iii) as stated above, we finally treat case (iv), where P / NIP and N1P Z N2P. The unordered group of integers is a natural example of finite signature: The set of even integers viewed as a set of inputs of length 1 belongs to N2P \ N1P and P -N1 P holds over every infinite Abelian group, for a proof of the latter see e.g., [12] . However, in this paper we are interested in the power of computability theoretic constructions, so we prefer a proof of the existence of a structure with P / N1 P and NIP Z N2P of the following kind. The proof of the next theorem giving such a structure of finite signature uses only two simple diagonalizations, one for P -N1 P and one for N1 P -N2P. it is equivalent to a Horn sentence.
It is further known, that a class 5 of.?-structures is a A-elementary class iff 5 is closed under ultraproducts and elementary equivalence, and that 5 is elementary
iff 59 and the class of 5-structures not in 5 are A-elementary. We remark that for each 59-structure W with P = NIP there is a set T of universal 5-sentences, such that & is a model of T and such that over each other 5-structure which is a model of T we also have P = N1P. So for all 2, the class of 5-structures with P = NIP is the union of some A-elementary classes, equivalently is closed under elementary equivalence. Hence it resembles a A-elementary class and we ask, whether it is A-elementary and closed under ultraproducts. We prove in this section that for some finite 5 the class of 5-structures with P = N1 P is not closed under ultraproducts. As a corollary we obtain, that this class is not a A-elementary class, though some A-elementary classes arise in computability theory over structures as we will see. This corollary implies that the class of 2-structures with P -N1P is not elementary. These facts can also be proved using the compactness theorem.
We further remark that the class of Sf-structures with P = N1P is closed under substructures for all 2. However, using the ideas to construct structures with P = NIP and P -N1P from the previous section it follows that for some 2 this class is not closed under extensions and homomorphisms, the latter even if the structures have the same universe and the homomorphism is the identity on the common universe. So by (ii) for i > i' we have DTIME(ni') C DTIME(n'), NI TIME(ni') C N1 TIME(n'), and N2TIME(ni') C N2TIME(ni). We next describe the idea of the proof. We will give a simultaneous construction of W", X,", and Z' in stages s. Similarly as in the previous sections we want to do this by fixing for more and more pairs (n, m) whether (n, m) E W", (n, m) E X", or (n, m) E Z" shall hold, respectively. This time however, we have to modify this approach as we will see below.
The idea to achieve DTIME(n') N2 TIME(ni') for i > i' is as follows. Given i, i' with i > i', the set L is defined for all inputs w by w E L {t: O t < Iwli A (7(w),t) E Z} -.= .
Then L E DTIME(n'). To get L B N2TIME(ni'), we will ensure 1 -L(N), for all 2-programs N nondeterministic of the second kind, such that over all 2'-structures each computation of N on an input of length n has length _ t(n) for some t e O(ni'). Given such an N, at a point in the construction we choose an input w with |w i > t(lw|) as a witness and ensure that {t: 0 < t < |wli A (rn(w), t) E Z"} is empty iff N(w) does not seem to accept. However in a computation nondeterministic of the second kind we can guess arbitrary elements of the structure, so whether X (w) will accept over ' can depend on the whole structure. Hence it can happen that we first think that N(w) does not accept and cause {t: 0 < t < / (rn(w), t) E Z"l} to be empty, but later it seems that N(w) accepts and we change some definitions causing this set to become nonempty. Still later we might switch from nonempty to empty again and so on. But for each such N(w) there will be only finitely many such changes and in the end our strategy succeeds, i.e., So we change definitions in the construction, but for each pair (n, m) we switch from (n,m) E W", (n,m) E Xi, (n,m) E Z' to (n,m) ( Wo, (n,m) B X", (n, m) ( Z" and vice versa only finitely many times, respectively. Hence we finally obtain a well-defined M.
Additionally using the set Y" our strategy to get DTIME(n') = N2TIME(ni') for i > i' also guarantees DTIME(f) [ N2P.
We want to achieve P -N1 P over M similarly as in Theorem 3. We will arrange that L E N1 P \ P, where L is defined as follows: w e L 3j < 2IlI ( n(w),j) E W".
The idea is to pick a witness w for each deterministic M with polynomially bounded computations and to ensure in the construction that M(w) accepts iff w E L. Since P is closed under complements by the remark after Lemma 2, for all J E P there will then be a w with w E J iff w B L.
We will build L' E N2P \ DEC, L' consisting of strings of length I with (n> E L' ~~ 3j (n, j) E X" Now the idea is to pick a witness n E N for each program N* and to ensure in the construction that (n) e L' iff N* accepts (n). Then N+ \ L' cannot be recognized by any program, so L' DEC. Since NIP C DEC we will also have N1 P # N2P, similarly as in Theorem 3. We will use a finite injury priority argument with requirements of the following kind: (a) for all i, i', i > i', for all NI as above the requirement that for some w E N, (w) accepts iff w ( L, (b) for all M as above the requirement that for some w E N+, M(w) accepts iff wE L, (c) for all N* as above the requirement that for some n E N, (n) E L' iff N* (n) accepts. Each requirement is injured only finitely many times by another requirement of higher priority and can thus be satisfied. In the important case such an injury consists of changing some definitions in order to satisfy the requirement of higher priority such as switching from (n,m) E Zs to (n,m) 4 Z" for some (n,m) and thereby destroying the strategy for the requirement of lower priority. If a requirement is injured we restart with a new witness or change some definitions. We remark that if we always restart with a new witness in order to avoid changes of definitions it might happen that we have to restart infinitely many times and thus do not satisfy the requirement. shall hold. We do similarly for (n, m, W) and (n, m, X). If at a point in the construction we set zfi" = b, b E {0, i }, we mean that from that point on we have zf" = b unless this is redefined later. Then zs refers to the value of zf" at the end of stage s. Instead of (n, m, Z)cv we also write Z' (n, m) and so on. We will see that for each zi, there will be a point in the construction, such that zf" is defined and does not change any more later, hence we will obtain a well-defined #, as already remarked above. In order to satisfy some Re we may fix some values zV during some stage of the construction and want that these z(V are not changed later. So for all e we have a restraint set Us C {zh: h > 0} defined at stage s. If zh is put into U, then at stage s + 1 the value Zhy can only be changed to satisfy some Re,, e' < e, namely to satisfy Re or some requirement of higher priority. For all e and s, Us will be finite.
Moreover, at stage s + 1 we have a string ws that is a potential witness to satisfy Re. Here ws is defined by induction on e as the string w with minimal 7t(w) and wws, for e' < e, such that R3i+l requires attention at stage s + 1 iff neither (1) nor (2) holds, where 7r'(j,n) = i: (1) .N (wsi+1) has an accepting computation p, such that all zh with z4 needed for p are in U3si+, {t: 0 < t < qj(n + 1) A Z"(7r(wi+l), t) = 1} f 0. First we check that the construction can be performed successfully. The next two lemmas are needed in order to see that this construction yields well-defined relations Wa, Xi", and Z.", and to prepare the proof that s has the desired properties. Of course, in Theorem 5 we can also prove that P consists of infinitely many different levels DTIME(ni) by the diagonalization technique used in the classical case. The corollary only for the case where (fn)_>o consists of all time constructible functions dominating all polynomials already follows from our strategy for (ii) of the theorem regardless how we choose f. Theorem 5 is maybe surprising, since on the one hand, (i), (ii), and (iv) state that N2P contains many sets in some sense whereas (iii) states that N2P contains only few sets in another sense. Note that DTIME(f) is closed under complements in the proof of Theorem 5. There is also a proof of Theorem 5 using other ideas than our proof. As in Theorem 3 we have given a computability theoretic construction avoiding complications.
As proved in [6] over any structure of finite signature there are sets L p-mcomplete as well for NIP as for N2P. However, since N1 P and N2P consist of infinitely many different levels N1TIME(n') and N2 TIME(n') over the structure from Theorem 5 we have for any such L over this structure, that the reductions cannot be computed in time q (n) for some fixed polynomial q. We omit the obvious definitions of p-m-completeness and so on.
We can still prove further results like Theorem 4 or its corollary with similar proofs. For example, we can show that for some finite 2', the class of 2-structures with N2P = N2 TIME(n) is not closed under ultraproducts and not A-elementary. -k+l = co -N2P(Xk), Ak+1 = P(Ck), for more on this hierarchy see [11] . It is also possible to modify the construction of d using our methods so that we can show the properness of that PH by diagonalizing against polynomially bounded .2-oracle programs instead of referring to the AH, compare again [11] . As in Proposition 1, Theorem 5 also holds for any signature larger than the one we proved it for.
